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The energy supply infrastructures are
the vascular system of regions
●

The most adequate indicators of the developed economies and the ability of GDPpotential are the development level of infrastructural systems

●

In case of poor circulation bypass surgery is needed, or it will eventually come to a
skillful surgeon who will cut down the "blood deficiency element" from the system

●

Medical consultation should meet asap, because the problem is complex ...

The EU road network…

The EU railways grid…

Gas infrastructure network of EU…

The EU's network of electric infrastructure
shows a slightly better picture…

Incomplete "circulation" system is
costly, not only indirectly ...

Insufficient level of the competitive market may threaten the welfare level of
societies!

The current concept of development pipeline in
CEE only as transit routes , but not the target!

The new supply pipeline systems do not want simply to reach to EU, but they
want also to be penetrated and influenced in.

The EU's reaction is logical, but faulty!
Main target of
pipeline
developments

Main targets of
LNG
developments

We must not only respond to the strengthening of the Eastern influence, but
with an unified voice must protect the integrity of the EU!!

Need a single and particular interests
free, common European Union energy?
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Shall not only in business on the same voice, but also shall (should)
demonstrate unit!

The EU’s Projects of Common Interest apparently aimed
to strengthen the CEE status...

Instead of continuing to strengthen the WE’s energy networks, would be more important to
establish a good CEE interoperability and to create the NS corridor!

Do you know whether that the North-South corridor
would have been needed for shorting of only ~80 km
pipeline?

To bridge the distance between Veľké Kapušany (Nagykapos) -Beregdaróc
would be the first positive step

In addition to the multiplication of the number of LNG
terminals, the European shale gas-story may be one of
the "escape route" ...

The verbal concept of shale gas-story is strong in the EU, in deed, however, is quite weak!

There is only consensus among the visions:
the global demand for natural gas will increase by 2040,
Whilst EU suffers due to lack of new discovered resources!

Source: IEA

While Europe would have the opportunity to strengthen its own energy resources, the EU
bureaucrats are able to think only in regulation of market positions!

What might be the significance of unconventional
hydrocarbons?
The unconventional natural gas has the growing role to meet demands.

Source: IEA

Today mainly the American continent is soaring, but the other areas also will require soon
a considerable amount of unconventional resources to involve into the secure gas supply!

Worldwide gas trade realignment is ongoing
The unconventional natural gas and - partly based on that - LNG production has now been resulted
a major rearrangement: almost everyone (Russia, Middle East, USA, Africa, South America,
Australia, South-East Asia) exports, while the EU, China South Korea and Japan are importing!

Source: IEA

Nowadays, Europe is clearly the biggest „loser” of the market restructuring, because it
earns "only" as consumers, but not as the final beneficial of the economic growth!

What is the current situation in Europe?
Diversifying Europe's supply of natural gas through domestic and imported natural gas,
including that produced from unconventional formations, will become increasingly
important, meeting more than 60 per cent of the increase in natural gas demand by
2040....
Source: www.europeunconventionalgas.org

Source: IEA

The IEA estimates there are about 331 trillion cubic meters of technically recoverable unconventional
gas reserves around the world, with around 21 trillion cubic meters found in Europe.

Permit systems within EU are not fully harmonized,
but the relevant EU-directive has already became supportive
The geological factors may make shale gas in the EU more expensive to produce, and
there are also infrastructural challenges. Other challenges include greater urbanization in
the EU, and different land ownership rights from those in the US....
The German coalition government proposes
Poland is recognized as another EU
legislation to improve the protection of
Source: www.europeunconventionalgas.org
frontrunner in shale gas development.
groundwater, require an EIA for the exploration
This is due to the combination of
and extraction of unconventional resources
political will and in the case of Poland,
through HF and a restriction/prohibition on the
potentially favorable geology.
use of ecotoxic chemicals in HF operations.

UK: Since December 2012 the
Government has continued to
demonstrate its support for shale gas.

France: shale gas activity was
suspended in July 2011, with a
ban on the exploration and
exploitation of hydrocarbons by
hydraulic fracturing and the
cancellation of exploration
permits which had been
granted.

Confirmation of Romania’s
unconventional gas
resources is expected to take
about 5-8 years.
Hungary: politically supported,
royalty's been reduced to 2%, but
the environmental permission of HF
is still highly complicated.

Bulgaria: the shale gas
E&P is banned without
any further chance to
review…

The EC noted that shale gas and other unconventional gas sources have become potential important
new sources of supply in or around Europe which could potentially lessen the EU’s import dependency.
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Good luck!

